System to monitor workers in Goods Vehicle

Loknath Behera, State Police Chief, has directed to implement a special system to monitor workers in goods vehicles coming to the state in the wake of rise in COVID 19 disease.

District Police Chiefs will depute police personnel bearing wireless sets at borders on shift basis for this. The police personnel deputed there will inform the concerned police station immediately, the moment the crew of the goods lorries get tested by the healthcare staff and give permission for travel. Thereafter the police personnel will contact the destination police station of the goods vehicle and inform details such as vehicle number, details of driver and other workers, time of departure from the check post and approximate time of arrival at the destination.

District Administration will make prior arrangements for the refreshment of the crew of the goods vehicle at the destination. Workers in the goods vehicle are not permitted to roam around at the destination. They should return after unloading the goods.

This system has been introduced to bring contact with others to a minimum level.